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	Title of Best Practice - 50 characters with spaces: SafeMadeira - Tech for tourism fight SARS-CoV-2
	Description of the best practice: 
	  What is this practice about? This text field allows for 400 characters in 4 lines: SARS-CoV-2 worldwide outbreak has put a lot of economic pressure on tourism agents with all the travel restrictions. As these are lifted, it is necessary to regain the trust of tourists and enhance their experience while keeping citizens safe and the health system under control. SafeMadeira brings an opt-in mobile app for tourists that while monitoring offers then free touristic experiences

	Issuees Faces  - 365 characters  with spaces- 12 Lines: - Travel restrictions and health measures that make tourism very unlikely these days- Due to the lack of tourists, companies and travel agents have close down their services as it doesn't compensate reopening
	Key Objectives - 365 characters with spaces: - Develop and app that monitors tourists in Madeira in terms of SARS-CoV-2 problem, keeping them and the local population safe;- Enhance tourist satisfaction by offering traditional experiences in Madeira for free;- Stimulate regional tourism operators to reopen their services and businesses.
	Main results- 365 characters with spaces - 12 Lines: - Launch of a mobile app that tracks tourists, symptons, test results and other SARS-Cov-2 indicactors;- Usage of the app translates in points. These are then converted into free experiences (e.g. boat ride for whale watching);- Tourism operators are now back to business thanks to this stimulus (experiences are paid by SafeMadeira).
	Picture left (121/72 mm or 1429/850 pixel ): 
	Picture right (121/72 mm or 1429/850 pixel ): 
	Name of Partner: Associação de Promoção da Madeira
	Adress Line 1: Rua das Aranhas, n.º 24-2
	Address Line 2: 9000-044 Funchal
	Country: Portugal
	Contact Number: 
	Email Address: geral@ap-madeira.pt
	Website: +351 291 203 420
	QR-Code (35mm /35mm): 
	Picture (426mm/178mm or 5031/2102 pixel/300dpi): 
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